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Local news

at a glance
Don't be late
Tax day, April 15, is fast approaching and if you have failed
to file there is still time. Don't
forget..

CWU student honored
Susan R. Weedin. 24, is the
Washington State Patrol Communications Officer of the Year.
Among her regular duties she
was also recognized by the Secret Service for handling a telephone threat against President .
Clinton.
She attends CWU where she
is majoring in education.

Civil War starts!
The Washington Civil War
Association is conducting a
battle reenactment and living history weekend at the Clark
County Fairgrounds, in Moses
Lake, April 13and14. For more
information contact John Strand
963-7405.

Solve your problems
The Student Health and
Counseling Center are giving
CWU studems a chance to receive help with classes ranging
from anger management to eating disorders. For more information contact the Student Health
and Counseling Center at 9631391.

Want a job?
"Career Quest '96" takes
place Wednesday. April 17,
from I 0 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
SUB. It will offer an opportunity
for students to visit with employers.
It will give students the
chance to see what employers are
looking for For more information call 963-1921.

-----1

Towers
endanger
learning
environment

i

by Aimee Peterson

Staff reporter
Another argument surrounding the
new Science Building has risen.
However, this time it is not about
power poles; it is about water towers.
Facilities Management has proposed installing two additional water
cooling towers near the intersection of
B Street and 14th Avenue - next to
Englehorn Pond, currently used by the
biology department for research and
studying. Biology Chair Skip Smith
said, "The large shadow cast by the
towers may have an impact, but I
can't say if it will directly influence
the pond."
"This is the only site for the two
water tanks to be placed, Sciene
Project Manager Dick Brown said.
"This vicinity is needed. otherwise the
only solution is to have the Physical
Plant moved somewhere onto campus. Facilities Management is trying
to keep industrial areas as industrial

Two proposed water towers might be built next to Englehorn Pond. The pond is currently used by the biology
department for research and study.
Howard Barlow/Observer
areas."
Meaning they do not want any industrial sites on campus, but if the
outcome favors the biology department, that is the only other alternative.
"The tanks will be 65- 70 feet tall,
with rails and a dome-like top for a
combined height of 80 feet," Brown
said. The biology department says at
this height the towers will throw a
large shadow across the pond which
could possibly have a serious impact
on its ecosystem. Brown disagreed
with this claim and doubted the towers will cause that much of a problem.
In CWU' s Master Plan, the need
for water chill storage tanks is a re-quirement to provide for the continued

cooling of the buildings on campus.
Adding these water tanks will maintain or even decrease Central's tremendous electricity bill which runs
about $1.2 million per year.
Englehorn Pond was created by
Northern Pacific Railroad in the early
1900s for use as a mill pond. In 1968.
years after it ceased being used for this
purpose, the property was given to the
Nature Conservancy at the request of
the Englehorns, who previously
owned the property. Their deed stipulated the estate be "kept entirely in its
natural state without any disturbance
of habitual or plant or animal population. except for the undertaking of
scientific or educational research."

Eight years later, Central's biology
department was given stewardship of
the land. Since that time, the biology
department has used the land as an
outdoor classroom and lab for students. They have also enriched the
area with a plant garden. The Native
Plant Garden was planted by biology
department personnel and volunteers
in the spring of 1995. It consists of
over I 00 different species of shrubs
and perennial herbs.
There are concerns the proposed
location will physically destroy the
natural habitat of the pond and the

See POND/page 2

Limits placed on BOD, Gepner's penalty overturned
by Brien Bartels

Assistant News editor
Last week, the Observer reported
that the ASCWU Board of Directors
revoked the pay of one of its officers.
Tony Gepner. vice president for political affairs, for sexual harassment.
Last Monday, the Council of Probity, which has judicial review over
actions of the BOD, issued a curt 11-

line statement overruling the motion
to fine Gepner.
"The Council of Probity finds that
nowhere within the ASCWU Constitution is the authority granted to the
BOD to rescind the pay or fine an individual board member." the memo
said, in part.
Tuesday, the BOD met in closeddoor executive session to move that
Gepner' spay be reduced by $400 over

the next two months, citing the constitutional clause which allows the
board to reduce its salaries, and state
laws regarding minimum wage.
Although Gepner still faces disciplinary action from Student Affairs
and CTS for allegedly sexually
harrassing office staff and transmitting pornographic electronic mail,
BOD members fell it was important to
sanction Gepner themselves.

"For one, we were elected to serve
a role," said Debi Ross, vice president
for equity and community service,
who originally made the motion to
dock Gepner's pay_ "If one is doing
something that is detrimental to that
role, we should take action."
Lisa Allen. Paulette Jonville, and

See PROBITY/page 6

Straigh'd.~.o·~ . ihe .~treet .-... .Do .you .see a pro.blem with .sexual harassement on ~~mP~~?' ;.,

Dominica Myers, senior, theatre
arts
"There must be if there are
complaints but I think what a
person considers sexual
harassment varies from person to
person."

Ryan Carter, junior, fitness
"I haven't been effected by it, and
I don't know of anyone who has."

Miriam Emry, Program coordinator women's resource center

Jerry Timblin, junior, math
education

Stacey Sitton, sophomore,
business administration

"There are women who come here
that have been sexually harassed
and we refer them out. I'm happy
that the campus climate task force
is addressin the issue-''

"I've never really seen it as a
problem on campus but I'm not
really involved on campus so if it
was happening I probably
wouldn't see it."

"I just transferred from the U.W_
and it was a lot stronger there . I
haven't had a problem with it
here."

David Dick/ hoto editor

Observer

Poor party planning; more stuff stolen
CAMPUS
COPS

Tuesday, April 2, 11:30 a.m.
A 22-year-old woman had a backpack stolen from the green room in
McConnell Auditorium. The items
taken included a wallet, passport, organizer. and money. The loss is estimated around $200. There arc no
leads or suspects at this time.
Tuesday, April 2, 1:08 p.m.
A wall-mounted phone was taken
from first floor Shaw-Smyser, with the
estimated loss at $90.
It was also reported that some
sinks had been damaged when someone attempted to remove the screens
from the faucets . Why would someone need screens from a faucet?
Wednesday, April 3, 8:45 a.m.
An 8 x 2 foot cement slab was ruined when an estimated 20 suspects
wrote their names and initials in the
wet cement for a Barto sign. Police
have identified 10 suspects. most of
whom are Barto residents. There was
$500 worth of damage and the sign
must be repoured. The police, the construction company and the students are
working on a payment plan.
Wednesday, April 3, 9 p.m.
Two 19-year-olds, a man and

by William Baldyga
woman, were sighted for MIPs outside
a Student Village apartment. When
the officers approached they smelled
alcohol and observed that the suspects
had watery eyes. The individuals were
cited and released.
As the night went on this same 19year-old man was cited for possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Officers were responding to a suspicious odor complaint on the second
tloor of Al-Monty Hall, when the man
and his roommate were found to be in
possession of two bongs and some
marijuana seeds. The individuals were
cJted and released.
Thursday, April 4, 9:06 a.m.
A 38-year-old man from Brooklane
Village reported that his '85 Mercury
Marquis had its AM/FM cassette ste-

reo stolen from it. The loss is estimated at $110. The car was unlocked
at the time of the incident.
Thursday, April 4, 8:36 p.m.
A vehicle prowl occured in the T22 lot of Student Village. Suspects entered the '86 Chevy Camara by forcing their way through a T-top and then
stealing a JVC car stereo, an amplifier,
and approximately 50 cassettes. The
loss is estimated at $570, there are no
suspects at this time.
Thursday, April 4, 11:55 p.m.
A 39-year-old woman had her
purse stolen from Hertz Hall. She set
her purse in from of the stage while she
was doing some work, when she returned it was gone. The loss is estimated at $100. The polic.e have no
suspects at this time.

Now Renting
2 Bedroom
:Units
Laundry Facility

HEAL THW AVES
"The Unique Boutique"

925-9702

Computer classes offered at night
Computer night classes are being
There are nine computer classes
offered at Central Washington Univer- offered. The courses help people unsity. Class topics include how to use derstand programs and gain valuable
the Internet, Netscape, Web Pages, experience. Classes are led by Graand other useful computer programs. ham Nott, at 6-8 p.m. April 9 through
Have you ever wanted to create June 4. Fees vary, and walk-ins are acyour very own home page? Having cepted. To make sure you secure a spot
trouble with Windows? If this sounds in these classes, pre-register today by
like you these cl~sses could]l~h~.:_ _ _calling John Bull at 963-1525.

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
· * AC(URATf INFOR·M.A TION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
. _ . ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
~ 409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273

on _site
(509) 962-5508
501 E. 18th Street
Ellensburg, WA
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Real Country Cookin'
,; Is On Sale.
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The Chicken Strip Basket is on sale at Dairy Queen~ f1&,JCY·· ~
For a limited time get four golden strips of
breaded chicken, crispy french fries . Texas toast
1
and your choice of gravy or dipping sauces at a
1 •• •
price that just can't be beat. Stop by your participating Dairy Queen®Brazier®store and try the
brazie"1
Chicken Strip Basket for yourself.
We 1feat You ~t~

0

©AM D.Q.Corp/ 1995
®Reg. T.M. AM D.O. Corp

! -

Dairy QueenA stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle
Network, which benefits local hospitals for children.
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Music major rumors exposed
by Sara Bickler
Staff reporter
Imagine you are walking to class
one day when all of a sudden a fellow
student rushes up to tell you the big
news. A panicked look forms across
your face when they tell you that
yourt major has been canceled.
Unfortunately this terrifying situation actually took place this quarter
within the music department. As the
rumors spread, the reality of the situation was yet to be told.
Rumors about the music composition major being canceled are just that,
rumors. They started at the beginning
of spring quarter when John Mickel,
the primary music composition professor. left his position after his twoyear contract with the university had
expired. Due to cutbacks in funding,
the department decided to not rehire
for the position and instead canceled
the four composition classes spring
quarter. The classes, worth one credit
each, are set to resume next fall with
a newly hired professor.
So how did the schedule changes
affect the students? It worked out so
those who needed the classes this
spring were permitted to "double-up"
on the composition classes next fall if
they wish. Only one graduating senior
found himself needing the class to
graduate this spring. However,

through working with the
department's administration, the class
was waived and he will graduate as
planned.
Despite the rumors, Central' s music department is as strong as ever.
The program is so prosperous that
Central plans to ask the legislature to
fund a new facility. Currently located
in Hertz Hall. the music program is
literally busting at the seams. The
building, which was only designed to
accommodate up to 150 students, is
overflowing with this year's 250 music students. The new facility would
be located in the north east comer of
14th and Alder. It would offer more
practice rooms, and would feature
much needed recital, concert, and
chamber halls.
Although Central has been represented by some of the best ensembles
and choirs in the country, that does not
guarantee that funding will be approved.
"It will take students, parents, and
alumnus to convince legislature officials that the program desperately
needs this new facility," said department chair Ross Schultz.
If you would like to help, call the
legislature hotline ( 1-800-562-6000)
and talk to your legislators.
"Hertz built the foundation for an
outstanding music program, we would
like to continue the excellent education," said department chair Schultz.

!financial aid head found
National search locates CWU ·staff member for the job
by Jo Lynn Draper
Staff reporter
On July 1. Agnes Canedo, executive assistant to the president,
will take over the position or director of financial aid.
Canedo will supervise a staff of
12 and manage approximately $30
million. Until July 1, LeAnn
Hunter, interim director, will continue to manage the financial aid
office.
Beginning in February 1996,
until March 22, 1996, a nation-wide
search was lead by Sarah Shumate.
vice-president for student affairs, to
find a director of financial aid. In
that month-and-a-half only 13
people sent in resumes, all received
in the last three days. Of these 13
applicants the committee found only
eight eligible for the position.
Gerald Stacy, dean of graduate
studies and research, said the
search committee never reviewed

any applications because of the low to find a female' candidate," Shumate
number of candidates.....Sta.c)' said the said.
Canedo's leadership, supervisory
requirements the search committee
had put together may have been too and pianning expertise. undersli.l~ding
of strategic planning and studenL-censtrict.
Shumate started looking 'ar other . tercd orientation made an impact on
options for a director before the posi- Shumate. For these reasons Canedo
tion closed. She tried to recruit four was selected for the director's posiwomen, but all had recently obtained tion.
their current jobs and felt a sense of
Canedo has worked closely with
loyalty to their institutions. Shumate the administration since 1992. She
said she considered transferring some- has served as chair on two search
one in student affairs to the director's committees and has gained exposure
position or choosing an individual for student education at both instituwithout a master's degree, which was tion and state levels.
a minimum qualification the search
"It's an opportunity to see her succommittee was looking for. Shumate ceed," said President Ivory Nelson.
"Financial aid is a critical area for
even wrote to I 00 institutions asking
them to route the job description our students and our institution,'
among their administrations.
Canedo said in an April 5 newsletter.
"The national search process re- " It's an honor to be asked to become
sulted in a small pool of candidates part of that team."
" Having been a non-traditional
and an unacceptable representation of
qualified women and minorities," said student, she (Canedo) has special inShumate in an April 5 newsletter.
sight into the needs of students."
"I had an extremely high priority Shumate said in a recent newsletter.

A MANUFACTURING DEFECT TURNED YQU..~
'72 GREMLIN~ INTO A COLLECTOR'S ITEM • . .

Fun in the Sun
June 13 to June 18 :tn Honolulu!
Package Includes fCKlldtrlp airfare
from Seattle to Honolulu,
transfers with lel greeting and 5 nlghh hotil.

Pouble Occupat1cy: •555.00*
frlp!e Occupattcy: '•501.00

Quad :occupat1cy: •.f.U.00
*Rates are per person

YOUR PARENTS ACTUALLY BOUGHT YOUR
MANDATORY·EURO·P EAN FIELD·TRIP STORY.

ULTIMATE TRAVEL
925-4448 1320 Canyon Road

YOU FOUND 59< CLEANING OUT
YOUR BOOK BAG •
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Eleanor Trujillo, a library specialist, introduces Darrin Walter to the new
Cattrax system.
Arny Compton/Observer

CWU library gives
Catttax new ·look
by Roxanne Murphay
Staff reporter
Despite recent publicity, many students seem unaware of the updated

on-line catalog in the CWU library.
Central has invested approximately
$ 500, 000 into the "Quick Reference
Guide," otherwise known as Cattrax.
The system now offers more options.

Thurs~ay,

April 11 ~ 1996

As of the beginning of this quarter,
Cattrax allows you to send search results through e-mail, look at your circulation record on-line and request
items that are already checked out.
Another feature is that, when you are
searching a certain subject, Canrax
finds related topics for more exploration.
One can also connect with library
catalogs from the UW, Eastern, Western and WSU to expand resources.
These universities will send requested materials to Central within a
few days or a week depending on the
time of the quarter and how busy each
umverslly is.
Most students interviewed were
unaware of this information.
"I was unaware of the new system
and I probably won't use it," Jill
Kitchins said. ''I'll just get iTIY information from this library (instead of
requesting material from other
schools).''
Jaclyn Hughes, also unaware of
the information, felt the same way regarding the connection with other universities.
"I'm not going to wait around for
three days when I can get the information right here," she said.
One student thought quite the opposite. Jessie Reid, regardless of the
lack of knowledge of the new system

Observer
said that she would definitely use the
new system as it would help her in research. "That's quite a bit of money,
but it will be worth it if people use it,"
she said.
Two students, Jade Farrar and
Chris Carte were aware of the new
system because of their English 102
class, but they thought they would not
have been if it weren't related to their
class. They agreed on the point that

''

It was worth the
amount of money
spent.
- Liz Fitch
they will probably use the new system
since it directly relates to their class.
While using the system for the first
time, student Liz Fitch said, "It's
easier, and it's good having related
topics to research." She felt that it was
worth the amount of money spent.
Chelsea Siegel, a student assistant
in the library is quite familiar with the
new system and the old.
"(The new system) is not that big
of a change. I haven't really had any

questions about it because it's not to
difficult to figure out. Most of the
people who ask me questions have
never looked up a book before."
Greg Shymko, a documents/reference librarian, has done most of the
publicity regarding Cattrax. He has
tried to get the word out with posters
around campus, and a message to all
people opening up their VAX accounts telling them how they can
hook-up to the new system. He
thinks that the system will become
more evident with more people using
it.
"(The new Cattrax) makes a big
difference in being able to have a
customizable and flexible system that
we can tailor to the needs of the universities," Shymko said.
You can connect with Cattrax
through the Internet. The address is
library.cwu.edu. From a CWU VAX
account, you can hook-up with
Cattrax by typing, "library" at the
dollar prompt.
If you want more information regarding the new Cattrax, there are
classes available on a drop-in basis.
They are being held April 17 _and 19
from 12 p.m.-lp.m., May 14 from 3
p.m.-4 p.m., and May 16 from 4 p.m.5 p.m. If you have any questions, contact the reference desk at the library,
at 963- 1021.

GUARANTEED TO MAKE
YOUR WEEKEND A BLAST.
FILL OUT THIS SURVEY FOR
$5.00 OFF YOUR ORDER!
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Your Complete Hair & Nails Studio
C~Lebrating

our

6th Year!
Thru Mall 15 receive a FREE GIFT
with ant1 nail service!

8th & Anderson

Designer Cuts}< Specialized Perming Technique~
Highlighting}< Hair Coloring}< Pedicures &
Manicures ~ Ear piercing }< Facial Waxing
Acrylic, Gel & Fiberglass Nails

HOURS: llam-lam, Sun.-Thurs.
llam-2am Fri., Sat.
Open for lunch every day

1. How often do you order pizza from Domino's in Ellensburg?

2. Is your pizza consistent from order to order?
(Flavor, "<loneness," amount of toppings, etc ... )
YES
NO
(please circle one)
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3. In your opinion, are the Domino's employees knowledgable of our
products and special offers?

YES
NO
(please circle one)
If no, please comment: _________________
As a personal thank you for completing this survey, you will
receive a $5 discount on your order. Just present this survey
when receiving your order. (9ne discount per pizza).

MEDIUM OR LARGE ONLY

Expires April 28

... And Candles for
Romant~c N~ghts !
We a/50 have Movie 5tar Pholo5 !
925-9702
306 $.MAIN
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ACROSS FROM

KFC
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Geneticist
stressed science
curriculum
important

by Carrie Starbuck
Staff reporter
One in four college women have
either been raped or suffered an attempted rape. In order to bring
awareness to this violent crime, and
provide knowledge of prevention,
Central will recognize Sexual Assault Awareness Week from April
15-19.
Designed for the Washington
State Coalition of Sexual Assault
Programs (WCSAP), this program
is being sponsored at Central by Stu-

On April 5, geneticist Leroy Hood
from the University of Washington
visited Central where he held a press
conference, had lunch with faculty,
spoke with students. and delivered a
speech on the ethics of genetic research.
Hood said that his University of
Washington department was working
on three things: developing new tools
for biotechnology, the Human Genome Project, and developing new
approaches lei finding a cure for cancer.
Hood' s research team has recently
focused it's attention to Prostate cancer. Not too long ago he appeared on
CNN's Larry King Live with Michael
Milkin and Norman Schwarzkopf,
who both have had Prostate Cancer,
and discussed his research findings.
Hood is the top geneticist in his
field and stressed that science needs
to be intensified in early elementary
school curriculum, so kids will be interested in science.
Hood has begun developing new
science curriculum for the Seattle
school districl. He be! ieves the school
districts have the money to fund the
new curriculum and thinks that they
need to be persuaded to do so.

c) 1 800 CALL ATT.
d) Where's Dylan?

2. Someone calls you collect, using 1 800 CALL ATT. What happens?
a) You accept because you and the person calling are automatically
entered to win an internship on Beverly Hills,

c) You accept because he/she might be Dylan.
d) All the above.

-=
.·

3. What's the best thing to do while watching Beverly Hills, 90210®?
a) Study.
b) Listen to David's rap song.
c) Hope for a guest appearance by Dylan.

·-'"

d) Call a friend collect using 1 800 CALL ATT (you might win the Beverly
Hills, 90210®internship and listen to David's rap song in person).

~•

4. You have to call your parents for money. Select the most appropriate scenario:

8-6 Mon.-Fri. ~
10-3 Sat. ···
~

----,-~._.............-l

a) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because you know you'll get more money
out of them.

·: :.

. .~~~~~t r

-

~

$2 00

..

c) You're doing it to get a bigger TV set.
d) All the above.

-,,.

~: ·Hot Pog •Potato Chips .•
~ ·Can of Coke •Cookie ;:

.·:

- -

to win the Beverly Hills, 90210®internship.

Apnl 17 ~

2-6pm

-·

b) You use 1 800 CALL ATT because that way you'll get another chance

">:·:·....

~ Wednesday,

90210~

b) You accept because it always costs less than 1 800 COLLECT.*

POSTAL j
~ SERVICES~

~

mestic Violence and Sexual Assault
Shelter. It will be held in Club
Central from 9-12 p.m.
Catherinf Olevnik, the Domestic Violence/ Sexual Assault Coordinator for Kittitas County, a panel
discussion informing parents and
kids on how to recognize and prevent sexual assault will be held on
May 6 at Hal Holmes Community
Center. at 201 N. Ruby.
"It will give parents and students in the community the chance
to voice their opinions and ideas,"
Olevnik said. For more information
call S.T.E.P.S. 865-8344

b) Fewer than five times.

1. Joxes:

No Upcharge

in Barto lounge from 7-9 p.m.
"Dream Worlds" will feature MTV's
portrayal of gender roles and their effects on society. On Thursday night.
Katie Koestner, an internationally
known speaker and writer on sexual
assault will be speaking in Club Central at 7: 30. HBO made a movie of her
life, for Koestner herself was a victim
of violence her freshman year in college. She is dedicated to helping others recognize potential danger and
how to prevent becoming a victim to
this violence. All are welcome to attend this forum. Friday, there will be
a dance to benefit the Ellensburg Do-

a) None.

:; Cheerios, Kix ~
~.
Multi-Grain ~
~
Cheerios

~

dents and Staff for the Education and
Prevention of Sexual Assault
(S.T.E.P.S.), and co-sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center.
According to Pat Cole. a Central
counselor and representative of this
program, it is an annual event held in
Washington state.
Awareness week will kick off on
Monday, April 15 in the S.U.B.,
where students can participate by visiting the sponsoring S.T.E.P.S. table
and picking up a purple ribbon in support of victims rights in the healing of
sexual assault and domestic violence.
Tuesday, there will be a movie night

1. How many times have you missed

--~

: ; FAST•FRESH•FRIENDL Y
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Take S.T.E.PS. to prevent sexual assault

by Jason Gordon
Staff reporter

!i

"
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Taiwan issue affects CWU students
the United States to abide by its promises of supporting Taiwan, Japan, and
Korea.
Many Taiwanese are very conscious of China's military activities.
Foreign investors reportedly withdrew $370 million from Taiwanese
banks during the exercises.
"When I watch the news I worry,
but when I'm there I don't," said PeiChen (Jane) Lee. Central Taiwanese
student. "I want to say, China get your
hands off Taiwan."
"My parents don't worry about the
Chinese crisis ," said Yu-Chieh
(Christine) Tung, Central Taiwanese
student, who plans to return to Taiwan
in June.
"I don't think they(Taiwan) will
declare independence," said Lee. she,
who returned to Taiwan over spring
break and said that most people in
Taiwan aren't worried.
Both Lee and Tung are grateful for
American military support. The
United States has deployed 12 warships, including two aircraft carriers,
to the Strait. U.S. patrol planes have
constantly monitored the area. This
is the largest Naval build up in this
area since the Vietnam War.
"I think America is the only country that can help us," Lee said.
Although their governments are in
conflict Han, Lee, and Tung consider
themselves friends and talk about the
conflict their governments have.
Some Asian experts believe that
there is no peaceful solution between
the two governments. Han thinks the
best way to solve the conflict is for the
two governments to talk.

Although they come from vastly different countries Pei-ChenUane) Lee,
Xiaolong Han and Yu-Chien(Christine) Tung can still come together.

by Jason Gordon

Staff reporter
Central ' s exchange students from
China and Taiwan have recently focused their attention towards the Taiwan Strait.
On March 8. China began military
exercises in the Strait. The ground.
naval. and air maneuvers were intended to discourage the Taiwanese
from declaring independence.
China began firing unarmed M-9
missiles 15 miles off of Taiwan's
coast on March 8. The 18-day exercise came to an end March 25, the day
of the first democratic election in
Taiwan's history. where President
Lee Teng-Hui was elected.
"China started the military tests to
send a signal to Taiwan, saying, you
can do what ever you want, but no
independence," said Xiaolong Han,
Central Chinese student. Han is a history major and the president of the
Chinese Scholars and Students Assa-

1

Garrett Grobler/Observer
ciation and the International Student
Association.
Since 1949, when Chiang KaiShek, the first leader of Taiwan' s Nationalist party, fled mainland China
for the island of Taiwan, the two governments have had very little communication. China considers Taiwan to
be a renegade province and has vowed
to attack if independence is declared.
Taiwan' s democratic government and
China' s communist government have
been unwilling to communicate directly. For the last 47 years the two
sides have shown hostiiity toward
each other. Han believes that
Taiwan's government isn't the same
type democracy that Americans are
familiar with.
"I most definitely think Taiwan
should be part of China. The latest
military test is too much. This brought
great international attention. Because
of this military attention it may increase the military race in the region,"
said Han. He is afraid that the increase in the military race will force

PROBITY: Punishment unconstitutional
From page I
Gepner abstained from the vote on the
new sanction.
"I would have liked to see a different course of action," Jonville said.
Allen said that she thought that the
original move was "satisfactory and
reasonable ."
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Gepner says he will go ahead with
his plan to run again for vice president
for political affairs later this quarter.
"What I said was stupid, no two
ways about that," Gepner said. "I
freely admit that. But I still feel that I
am qualified to be president. My caring is still for the students."
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Technology Fee
· Paulette Jon ville
Tony Gepner
Brian Dolman

As most ~f you are
aware, the AssoCiated
Students of Central
Washington University
(ASCWU)-Board of
Directors have been
evaluating the feasibility
of a new mandatory
technology fee. It is our
duty, as your elected
student government to
update you on this
process and request your
input. Over the next
several weeks, the
ASCWU will dedicate
our efforts toward the
successful completion of
this project. However,
we need a considerable
~mount of input from
our constituents to make
this happen.
One of the first
questions asked about
this topic is,: "Why do
we need a technology
fee when we already
have a voluntary fee for
computer servic~s and
computer-oriented
classes?" There are two
simple answers that deal
·with the financial and
academic aspects.of this

~ Ascwu
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MURDER MYSTERY
CLUB CENTRAL

Paul Soutner
"The things you should
know· before
purchasipg that next
computer!"
April 11. 1996
7:00 pm

plan. As of now, every
student does not purneed a student to sit on th
chase a computer sticker
ELECTION COMMISSIO
and current contribution
Hebeler 121
We are also look_ing for a student
levels would not sustain
~jJOnsored by the
to
sit
on
the
tpe University's need to
ssocio1io11for Comp111in
Mocltinery
ACADEMIC APPEALS/
upgrade_and maintain
ACADEMIC STANDING
technology. The unforHABITAT FOR HUMANITY
tunate fact is that OlymCOMMITTEE
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
pia, which dictates
if you are interested contact Lisa
APRIL 17 - I :30- 6:30pm
If interested. contact Central Cares
in SUB 116 or call 963-1693
Central Washington
963-2415
University's budget, is
shifting the financial
be linked with the World, nance, stl!dent staffing,
student experience at
burden to students and
Central. These departincluding students at
arid upgrades will not
their families on a bienmental labs would have
other universities.
appear if it is to come
nial basis. It now seems specific hardware for
The 'net' also provides a from Olympia or dithat Central Washington individual majors and
vast amount of informa- rectly from the UniverUniversity and the
tion that enables .stusity. It is time for the
would be used both in
students who attend are
and out of the class- ·
dents to conduct restudents to decide if this
having-to cooperate and room. Some departsearch for class assignis something that is '
find a common goal to
ments, papers, and other important to us. There
ments may be further
meet tl1e technological
away from this objective tasks.
are adequate measures
needs of this academic
Increased fonding
that should be taken to
than others, but_for the
institution.
could also provide more · ensure that student rights ·
most part this is a valuThe technology fee
labs to be available
are secured. The stuable aspect of our notprovides strong aca- ·
when classes are occudents, not the administoo-distant future. Bedemic benefits along
tration c·an decide the
sides, the involvement of pylng others.
with personal growth for technology in the classThis is not an issue
amount and the regulastudents, faculty, and
of whether or not techtions that would govern
room, is not the only
staff. The University· ·
nology will be a part of
the technology fee. A
advantage of a possible
has been allocated
technology fee·.
the educatio~al experi"sunset clause" could
moneys to establish
also be implemented so
Netscape and e-mail · ence. The issue is,
departmental computer
that a future student
are rapidly becoming the however, where the
labs throughout campus. · 'norm' for worldwide
appropriate funding will government and student
This is part of a continu- communication.
come from and the
body can reevaluate the
ing effort to incorporate
effects technology will
terms of the fee and
Central students
the computer as a fullwould have the ability to have on students. Some ~ake the necessary
time element of the
of the most positive
changes.

BOD MEETINGS
ueBt1onB
out
the Technology
Fee?

April 16 - SUB 104 at 6:00 pm
April 23 - SUB 104 at 6:00 pm
April 30 - SUB 104 at 6:00 pm

all 963-169

UNION BOARD MEETINGS
EVERY OTHER TUESDAY
11:00 AM
BEGINNING APRIL 16, 1996.

effects will be encounOnce again, we the
teredonce students leave student government
Central and enter the
would like to request
workplace, no matter
and welcome your input
what profession he/sh~
in making decisions
has chosen to pursue. It about a mandatory
has been said that
technology fee. Your
Microsoft told President concerns are our conNelson not to send them cem~ and without you.
his graduates until they
this process cannot be
receive more hands-on
· completed. If you have
computer experience and any questions or comschooling. This is a
ments ple~se stop by the
harbinger of things to
ASCWU office in SUB
come if something is not 116.
done to improve the
current standards.

This _P age is an advertisement paid for by the Associated Students of
1
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Central "'\Vashington University
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The Observer is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the
school's communication department. The opinions here do not necessarily
reflect those of the university. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent the
opinions of a majority of The Observer editorial board.·Opinions expressed in
letters to the editor are those of the author.
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The Barge Hall Purge
It has happened many times during the course of the
20th century .. .in one giant swoop, a group of people
were erased from the face of the earth. In Nazi Germany it was the Night of the Long Knives. In Soviet
Russia, there were the infamous purges of the Red
Army officer corps. At Central, there is an alarming
number of administrators leaving the ranks as well. .
The vice president for business and financial affairs,
Courtney Jones. recently retired. Robert Brown. dean
of the college of arts and humanities, is leaving his
position .this summer, with plans to teach during his last
year before retirement. Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate
Studies, also intends to return to teaching by the end of
the year.
A rumor recently surfaced that a third administrator,
Provost Tom Moore, is being "encouraged" to leave
Central, but n? one can-or is willing-to substantiate
that claim.
Agnes Canedo also has been moved from her current
position as special assistant to the president, to director
of the financial aid office. In order for this .transfer to
be made, a nationwide search was called off and
Canedo was hired.
The question is, if Canedo was qualified for the
position in the first place, 'why waste time and money
with a national search?
While a ~ov(et .style purge _or a series of midnight
firings at Cenfra{·isn't too plausihle~- there is some cause
for co~cern:llere.
~·Should ·w.e be~
womed . aboot·
the •'~ -t t' .~ •
.
.,
' . .. . "
• •
numbe)" of-pe{lpJv le~vjrig tho adm1nistm.fibh? ·. . ·• .,: .
The answer is yes. With several big topics on the
agenda - including parking. the new science f~cility
and the power pole problem - it will be interesting to
see how President Nelson and the remaining administrators - and perhaps the Board of Trustees - plan to
run this university in .the coming months.
1

~

LETTER WRITERS:

~

cl

All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person.
The Observer res~rves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste.
Send letters to: Bouillon 222, Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring them
to the newsroom {Bouillon 222, FAX 963-1026). You may also send
letters via e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.
-- -

--~--

Student concerned about tech fee chaos

~

To the Editor:
The student body president, Brian
Dolman, came to a club senate meeting to present the 'technology fee' idea
to the group. I asked Dolman what the
difference was between the $1.9 million dollars allocated to CWU by the
state of Washington annually fortechnology improvements and the projected amount the school needs to update the technology. Dolman said.
"We don't know that yet."
How can anybody ask for money
when they don't know how much they
need?
The technology fee idea is being
marketed under a clever disguise .
According to the proposed idea, computer usage fee and lab fees will be
covered under the technology fee in
addition to updating technology in the
computer sciences and any additional
technology updates required by any of
the other departments. Updating technology in the computer sciences and
any additional technology updates required by any of the other departments: Somehow the additional payroll in between these lines will have to
be compensated for as well, and the ·
cost of materials in labs (sciences.
etc.), updating the .va:x s,.stem, and .
f;omputer usage., '. : . · ·
:. ,

In a previous issue of the Observer,

I don't think we benefit from their fee.
However, they probably had a realiscalculate how much th_e technology tic budget set for expenses, allocation
fee should bring in annually. There methods, and student agreement! A
are 8,7 I 2 students, multiply by $25 recent Observer article quotes Dolman
equals $217,000. Multiply that by 4 saying, "We wouldn't be able to get
(for quarterly assessment) that equals accurate information out to students
$871,200. It would appear that may and put on a referendum at the same
not be enough to cover the aforemen- time."
tioned items. Then what, increase the
ls there any accurate information?!
fee? I don't think so. My original Or is this a ploy of the administration
question remains unanswered, what is to obtain a general fund for their conthe difference between the $1.9 MIL- trol of allocation, or maybe just conLION from the state and the propos~d trol.
budget LO improve technology? A
This school needs a stronger, more
county assessor doesn't improve tech- dynamic administration to coherently
nology? A county assessor doesn't budget projected costs to allocate the
simply assign a dollar amoum to resi- $1.9 million already received from the
dents without a budget for allocation. state. If this isn't enough to provide a
My suggestion would be that the quality, contemporary system of eduindividual departments should initiate cation then go to the state legislation
fees as necessary for their own im- with a specific proposal. I heard they
provement needs . A problem I see have extra money. While the adminwith the 'blanket tech fee ' is an im- istration is there, maybe they could ,
mense amount of bureaucracy for a stand up forour instructors benefit too.
department to obtain funding for a
I thought the elected student body
specific need and quite possibly have offices were Lo represent the benefit
to wait in line at the administration too.
desks for an allowance. This would
I thought the elected student body
hardly be an improvement.
offices were to represent the stuI heard a comment about UW's dents?!
tech fee and the amount. It really has
Teresa Ryan
significance for CWU no~w does it-? : : Senior
I found a statistical figure I can use to
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"AW·:·;fh~ffation: .: from
Attention Campus Community:
As the new quarter has started. so
has the Observer's effort to improve
the quality of the newspaper. We have
made many changes that will make the
newspaper more friendly toward the
interests of the campus community.
One thing we arc working toward
is letting people have an opportunity
LO express thcmsel vcs in the paper.
Thus, the Observer is looking for individuals to contribute to its weekly
guest column. The space is not exclusive to one writer. nor is it exclusive
to just faculty. Anyone-faculty,
staff, students, support personnel or
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the 'Observer
the author's name and a phone number where we can reach you for verification. Anonymous letters and columns will not be considered for publication.
Bring all submissions to the Observer office, located in Boullion 222
by Friday afternoon the week before
publication. We can also be reached
on-line at www.cwu.edu/- observer.
For more information call 9631073. We look forward to hearing
from you.

administrators-can submit a column
for publication.
How do you feel about the rising
costs of living in town? Do you like
the social life in Ellensburg-or the
lack thereof? What's your opinion on
the technology fee? Any subject
which might be of interest to our community is fair game.
Submissions should be no longer
than one page in length; we request
they be typed. and we prefer that you
send them via e-mail if possible (in the
interest of saving time). The e-mail
address is observer@cwu.edu.
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Talkin' 'bout Stuff: Dating, respect and the communication gap
Opinion piece
by Citizens X and Z
For those of you just joining us,
today's topic deals with dating and
stuff
To avoid any confusion, the person
with the light text is a twentysomething
woman from Tri-Cities; the balded
text is by a twelltysomething man from
Redmond:
Why do guys act one way when
they' re alone with you, and another
way when they' re around their
friends?
What'? What the heck are you
talking about?
Don't you ever notice that. .. that
guys act totally different when you're
alone with them than they do when
they're around their friends?
Well, maybe. But it's a totally
different situation. With my
friends, we'll hang out, drink beer

and talk about stuff. But when
you're with a girl, there's this expectation that you're going to act differently. You have to treat her with
more respect.
What do you mean by expectation? The girl expects you to act differently? That's a cop-out I think.
But ....
I'm not done yet! A lot of guys
forget about respect when they're
around their friends, and that's the
problem.
And because they're forgettin'
respect around their friends, you
think they're gonna forget around
their girlfriends too?
Yes.
Oh come on, you don't have a lot
of faith in guys do you?
Faith has nothing to do with it. it's
just a matter of experience.
Well, I'm sorry if you, or anyone
else, has had some bad experiences.
I mean, I've had bad experiences

with women, but I'm not going to
throw out some harsh generalization that just because my last relationship didn't work there's no
hope. I mean, you're taking a few
experiences and labeling all guys
with those flaws you found in a few
guys. That's not right.
It's not just a few guys ... other girls
have had the same experience. I know
not all guys are like that, but most
guys, whether it's intentional or not,
act differently. To be fair, girls may
act differently toward their boyfriend
around their friends, but most girls still
show respect for their boyfriend.
Hold on, you say that most guys
act differently around their girlfriends whether they know it or not,
right? Well, I agree they do, but I
think they treat 'em with respect
more than they dog 'em like you're
saying.
Wait a second, I'm talking about
when a guy and a girl are together

around his friends, not when a group
of guys are just hanging out.
Huh? We're on two different
wavelengths here. I was talking
about guys hanging out and then
guys hanging out with their girlfriends, not the other way around
like what you're saying ...
So do you agree that when a guy is
out with his friends and his girlfriend
that he treats her differently? You
have to agree with that, if you don't,
you're living in denial.
Fine.
I agree with that.
Wouldn't want to be living in denial,
now would I? Actually, I'd have to
say that you're making another total generalization, basing your opinion on a few bad experiences, when
that's not the case for all guys. But
hey, that's your opinion.
I never said it was all guys. I honestly believe that most guys treat their
girlfriends with Jess respect when their
buddies are around and then can do a

180 and be a completely different person when the two are alone. It's prohably kind of a guy thing, they have to
show how, for a lack of a better word.
"cool" they are around their friem.b
and wouldn't dare to show the other
side around their buddies.
Well, it's obvious we're not
gonna see eye to eye on this. I haw
my point of view ... you have yours. ·
While some guys may treat their
girlfriends 'differently' around
their friends, I think the majority
treat them with respect all the time
... or they wouldn't be together in
the first place.
Ok, fine . Let·~ not dweli on it.
Let's change the suhjcct, all right'.'
Sure. So, what do you want to do
tonight? Go grab a beer'! Stay
home and watch Thursday Night
TV?
I dunno ... Oh damn! Ssssh ...
here come my friends, don't say anything, ok?

Rama!'s
Cookin'

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer, or Fall Quarter?

CAJJUN

Anchor M Apartments

MA\...

is now accepting applications for
Spring, Summer, & Fall quarters
Stop by the Anchor M office and
pick up an application, or
call 925-2725 for .
more information.
1901 N. Walnut
Ellensburg
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Ig~i~~ } High-lnt~n<ity Lip Cnloun

{Discover Colour in Depth . A
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collection of Aveda fresh Essence Lip

M attes. Brcath-frcshming lip colours created with pure Aowrr and plant
rsst·nces of n·al p<'f'f'l'l"lllint , ci nnamo n. basil and an ise. Enriched with
natural waxes and soo thing. moistu rizing plant emollients. High-impact
hues that reA..-ct the rich, deep tones of nature-from savory browns to
earth y reds. /\ velvety s111oo tl1 finish with long-lasting. opaque coverage
that dm-s n't smudg<' or fade . i:rr c of mim·ral
oils and arti ficial fragran ces. No animal
tt·stinl!. Coex isting wirh natu re.

AVEDA
T H E ART AND SCI ENCE

( )f rt IR E fl.l '!ll'f.R AND rt.ANT F.SSENCF.S

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you
can still catch up to your classmates by attending Army ROTC Camp
Challenge, a paid six-week summer course in leadership training.
By the time you graduate from college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer.You'll also have the self-confidence and discipline it
takes to succeed in college and beyond.
For more infor mation, contact Captain Matt Moland at
Peterson Hall, Room 202 or call 963-3582.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
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Joh11 ltanc..oc.-k. Pinanvlal Sc::-vvi~
K:d1 f3c-c:- To1 Stove-<;
Kc::-111 Sc::-vviu-c;
Kittitai; C.Ovnni Pvot>ation 'X.vviu-<;
Kittita<; C.Ovnni ltc:-alth Pc.pt.
Kittitai; C.Ovnni Prvtion C.Ovnvil
L--ad1 root L--oc.-lc.c-v
L--ittlc:- Cac:-<;av<;
Mapb L--anc::- Svhool
Mvtval of 0Maha-0ivc-afov Sc::-attb Pivi<;ion OffivcNatvval R.c-c;ovvvc-<; C.On<;c-vvation Sc-wivcNovthvvc-<;t Sc.wive- Prvadc-M1
Novwc-<;t Pinanc,,ial
p c:-r'fc.Jn<,; 'f°aMil1 R.c-<,;favvant<,;
Pilot
Pitnc:-1 Bovvc-<; Inc,,
CPvadvantRc-d L--ion Inn YakJMa Vallc::-1
Rc-dMond Polivc:- Pc.pt.
R.c-nt- A-C-c;.ntc-v
Sc:-afiv<;t Bank.
Sc-wive- Prltanativc..<; fov Wci<;hi~ton, Inc,,
Shc-vvvin WilliaM<; C.0Mpan1
SYlohoM1<;h C.OvYlni Jvvc:-YJib C.Ovvt
Spavc:- Nc:-c:-db C.Ovp
Spobnc:- C.Ovnfii
Tav,¥-t
Aiv rovvc--RDTC
V S. Nav"'I
VS f3ovdc..v Patvol
VS. Pc:-avc:- C.Ovpc;
lJYJifod State-<; Mavinc:- C.Ovpc;
VS Avm~ RDTC/ArR.OTC
USPA- APltlS- Vc-tc:-nYla~ Sc:-w1vc:-<;
WA State- PSMS
.
WPr St0itc.. e:-rviplo1mc-nt Sc:-c,,vvit1
Waddc-11 ? ~d Pinanc,,i0il Sc-vvivc-<;
Wac;hiY1f!on Sfafo Patvol
WC:-'1c:-Vhac-v<;c::-v Pitnc:-<;<;
Wh~tvom C.Ovnf<; Shc:-viff
Y0ik.ima Spc-c,,1altic:-<;, Inc,,
'( ak.iM0i Pavlc.<; ~ R.£,c,,y-c:-ation
YakJma Polive- Dc:-pal'fmc-nt
Yak.ima Vallc-1 raY-M WoY'l:::.c-v<; Clinic,,

C.-ar-e-e-rIt'~

Cl?ve-~+:

not jv~t ajot> fair

By Maxine Herbert-Hill,
Asst. Dir C.D.S. &
Laura Lucchesi,
Advertising & Marketing
Coordinator, CQ '96

The word is out around
Central's campus. Career
Quest '96 is almost here.
What, you may ask. is a
Career Quest? Career Quest
is the on-campus job fair
offered free of charge to ALL
Central students, not just
graduating Seniors. This year
Career Quest is more userfriendly for students, offering
summer jobs, internships,
career placement, and
networking opportunities.
The greatest value in an
event such as Career Quest
'96 is in learning about the
career you wish to enter, or
to learn more about careers
that interest you. Especially
ifyou have not yet decided on
a major field. Career Quest
offers you an opportunity to
talk and "network" with many
different employers about
what they look for when they
are hiring for positions,
positions you may want to
hold.

Career Quest
is one of the
most valuable
events Central
hosts.
expect from a university
education. They can gauge
how the employers see
Central stude nts in the
competitivejob markets. This
year a record number of
employers have asked to meet
with faculty. In tum, Central
faculty have expressed
interest in m eeting with the
employers.

1

V>

an~Mor-e;,

By attending Career Quest
at Central, employers are
telling you they expect to be
hiring, and that Central
students are valuable
prospects to them.
Career Quest is not valuable
to students alone. Faculty
and administrators are able
to discover what employers

For more info on positions available, locations and times, contact Career
development Services at 963-1921 or go to Barge 204M

Underclass students may
not realize the unique
advantage Career Quest is
offering. Faculty stress over
and over to begin identifying
early with the student's field
of choice. The employers who
have chosen to represent
their
companies
are
knowledgeable
and
resourceful. A student can
gain much information and
insight on a particular
company or a field in general.
Graduating Seniors rarely
need to be told about the
importance of a job fair.
Career Quest allows students
to pass out resumes and
interview with
many
employers at once. Pounding
the pavement is much easier
when all the employers are
gathered into two rooms!
Career Quest is one of the
most valuable events Central
hosts.
Don't miss th e
opportunity.

13i-Mavt
l30(/i11gC.havl(/<; r . 13(/vg!Mavipo<;a
ra<;t(/nal
rvtvv(/ Shop
J.C.. P(/nn(/~ 4I19(lnt(/vn<; 0111~)
Ka~ 13(/(/ To~ 5+ov(/<;
L-ittl(/ C.ae-<;av<;
Pe:-vk.in<; ramil~ R.e-<;tavvant<;
Pi lot
R.e:-nt-A-C.(/nt(/v
5he-vwin William<; C.ompan~
Tavg-e-+
Wadde:-11 ~ R.e-(/d fl na nc.-i aI 5(/vvi c..<:-<;
Yak.Ima 5pe:-c.-ialtie-<;, Inc.-., (lnte-vn<; onl~)
All interviews on 4/ 18 except where noted ·

STUDENTS MUST SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS IN BARGE 204M

C.-0Mpan·~

lnfor-Ma+ion

U.S. Marine Corps
John Hancock Financial Services
Bi-Mart
':>
•
Consulate General of Japan Jet Program
Eagle Healthcare
Waddell & Reed Financial Services
U.S. Peace Corps
., .
Fastenal
Excel Telecommunications
Excel Telecommunications (Kirkland)
Rent-A-Center

4/16
4/16
4 /16
4 /17
4 /17
4 /17
4/17
4/17
4/17
4/17
4/18

Se;,~~ion~

10- 1 pm
3pm
6:30 pm
1 pm
3:30 pm
3:30 pm
3:30-4:30 pm
5pm
6:30 pm
7:30 pm
3-5 pm

What ar-e;,
Thi~

to

Y"e-Me-Mbe-r-

"

•Come prepared.
•Bring your resume.
•Prepare facts about yourself.
•Dress professionally (don't worry, suits are not required)
•Show your pearly whites, Smile!
•Thank the employers you speak with.
•Have fun!

"}

-

. .

~ov e;,xpu,,ti~

.

jW

different careers that can
hopefully get me on my way
to my major. All of the
different summer jobs and
interns and things will give
me encouragement that there
is a lot out there. There are
tons ofjobs in the world, but
some people just don't think
there is anything for them.
Career Quest will hopefully
prove them wrong."
Sarah Davison, Freshman
undecided

Apvil 11, 1990
1O am'-) pm
5U5 5a{ lvoom

~ow:

fr-oM

'<J ~?
"It will be a great opportunity

to meet with prospective
employers.
It will b e
interesting to look into
internships
and
employment."
Eric Schneider Senior
ADOM
'
"Meeting with prospective
employers that are not as
traditional as the ones most
students look at."
Sarah Hoffman, Junior
Law and Justice

You may be graduating--but do
you know where you' re going
next?

? The-aiYe-

"Career Quest has two benefits for students: It allows
students to meet potential employers. and it allows
them to find out what employers are looking for in
new hires. Both of these are invaluable in the job
search process."
Corwin King
Professor, Communication
"Career Quest exposes students to career
opportunities they might not otherwise have
considered. It provides a chance for students to
match their goals, interests, and majors with a
variety of career possibilities."
Kimberlee Bartel
Assistant Professor, ADOM and Business Education
"Students should really take advantage of the
opportunity Central is presenting. CQ "96 is great
because students have the means of exploring many
employers in an accessable manner. It's also a bonus
for students who are looking for internships and
summer jobs."
Jennifer Kandzor
1995 Job Fair Co-Coordinator
"Networking is the number one method for finding
employment in the United States. Career Quest is
the ultimate opportunity to begin to learn how to
network. Students that learn to successfully network
will be able to compete for jobs in the world of work."
Randy Williamson
Career Development Counselor
"Every person who comes to Central n eeds to be able
to p a rticipa t e in the American dream. With
internships, summer jobs. and career employment.
Career Quest gives each student that opportunity.
An early start of seeing who's out there gives them an
advantage by the time they graduate."
Ivory Nelson. Ph.D.
President

Table in SUB
SUB Yakama Rm.
SUB Yakama Rm.
Barge 201
Barge 201
Sam's Place (SUB)
SUB 107
Shaw/Smyser 109
SUB 107
Sam's Place (SUB)
SUB 105

C,av-e;,e;,y- cPve;,~t
I. am expectmg it to bnng up
1a ~

abovt CA!I' <)b:

who

"Perhaps the perfect way to finish your college career
is with your own quest. Specifically. Career Quest
offers students a no-cost method that is proven to
result in valuable career information from Northwest
employers as well as potential offers of employment."
James L. Nimnicht, Ph.D.
Professor, Management

-

~,

fr-oM

"To find an internship!"
S teph anie Cotterell. Junior
Leisure Services

"The Career Quest is wonderful for students .
Especially for gaining contacts well in advance of
gradu ation. Students can make plans for future
interviews with companies. They can also obtain
information about the businesses, corporations and
government agencies from the employers. For those
about to graduate. the interview opportunities are
right here on-campus."
James G. Pappas, Ph.D.
Dean of Academic Services
"It's easier to get where you are going if you know
where it you want to go. Students who seem to be
enjoying their edu cations the most are the ones who
have a sense of where they want to be in the future.
Become one of those students. Career Quest '96 is a
way to begin discovering many possibilities."
William Swain
Director of Admissions

The staff of Career Quest '96
would like to extend a
special Thank You to:

a
Target
A primary sponsor of Career Quest '96

I
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Merry men from Sherwood Forest invade Central
the hero will lend itself well to today's
modern kids.
"Robin Hood is a medieval superhero. He embodies all that is good in
people." he said.
David Shoup, a veteran of touring
who plays the Sherri ff of Nottingham,
sees his character as more bafoonish
than evil.
"The Sherriff in the movie was
evil," he said. "This Sherriff is more
whimpy."
According to Shoup, this lends to
the comedic appeal of the character.
The fact that this rendition of Robin
Hood maintains a comical theme is no
accident. As part of the tradition of
bri nging the theater to children,
Central' s Director of Theater for
Young Audiences, James Hawkins,
has chosen to portray these merry men
in a way which is entertaining for both
children and adults.
According to Shoup, Hawkins is
able to bring out the richness of theater
while holding the children 's attention.
This can be a tedim.:s feat as children
are known for being the best critics.
"I enjoy doing children's theater because the kids are honest." Shoup said.
"If they don ' t like what you are doing
they will yell 'boo, this is stupid' in the
middle of your performance."
-Holding the attention of a young audience takes more than humor and
quick action, it also takes minimizing

by Bonnie Hughes
Staff reporter
Attent ion wealt hy rc ~ i dcn t s of
the town is heing invaded
by a hand or me rry men and their in famous leade r, Rohin Hood. Their mission: to steal from the rich and give to
the poor.
Central' s t:hildren' s theater department is taking Ellensburg hack 300
years, to medieval England, for their
latest production: ''Robin Hood of
Sherwood Forest." This nine-week
tour is scheduled to begin in Ellensburg
with only two publ ic performances,
each beginning at 7:30 on Apri!J 9-20
in McConnell Auditorium.
The story or Robin Hood is legendary. For centuries, tales of the philanthropic thief have captivated audiences
around the world. Each rendition
brings a new twist to the plot, and this
play is no exception.
In order to make the production
suitable for children, the emphasis has
been placed on humor. Even such traditionally adu lt scenes as battles, or
fight scenes, have been adapted to suit
a younger audience. ·Yet, despite this
adaptation, the cast feels the story of
dashing heroes and lovely maidens will
appeal to adults as well.
Leading the band of pseudo-villans
is the dashing Robin Hood, played by
Dayid Plant. He feels his portrayal of
E llcn~hurg:

Robin Hood (David Plant), and Maid Marion (Megan Snyder) take their vows from Friar fock (Paul Wickline) in
Sherwood forest.
Photo courtesy of theatre department
the time in-between scenes. To do this
set designer, and professional artist,
Tim Stapleton has maximized the effect of the different sets, while minimizing the time of set changes.
The set is designed to almost magically change from Sherwood forest to
the Festival at Nottingham to the castle.
With a simple tum of the wall, the audience moves with the cast into the next
scene. An added advantage of such a
versatile set is that it can be broken

down and moved with greater ease
during the nine week tour.
Private performances begin on
April 12. During this week, children
and groups from around Kittitas county
will be viewing the play. Groups who
are still interested in obtaining tickets
should call Leslee Caul at 963-1760 for
more information. Ticket prices for
groups of ten or more are $2 a seat.
Following their performances at
Central, the eleven-person cast, along

with director Hawkins and technical director Rob Sherman, will be heading
out for the final portion of their nineweek tour.
The tour will take them from
schools in Idaho to Port Orchard,
Washington, with several stops in-between.
The cast will perform an average of
twice a day during their tour while running theater workshops for loc~l high
school students.

•

Born to be wild: extreme mountain biking 1n E-burg
by Lori Bigelow
Staff reporter
Now that spring is here, are you
ready for a new adventure'? With a
little help from Central's Mountain
Bike Club, serious riders or those just
looking for a new challenge can find
some great trails and information on
the sport.
"lt ·s a great way to have fun and
relieve stress at the same time," said
Shaw n Swanson, president of CWU
Mountai n Bike Cl uh.
Yo u don't have to he in grea t
shape. Eve ryone sets th eir own pace.
so indi vidual fitn ess and a fu n ride
through nature can be achieved. Right
' now. the club consists mostly of racers. but the club is for evf ryone fr,om
novice (o pro.
, •
. _ '.
··wc'. are looking for mo'r¢ he.gin- ~
ners and you don't need to gcrn'~huid ·
purchase an expensive bike," said Jeff
Knackstcdl. vice-president of the club.
To experience these rides. look no
further than Ellensburg.
Groups will he put together for
rides in M:rnashtash and Taneurn
Range. Easier rides can he taken up
at N. Fork Trail . in the Taneum
Range.
The J.2mile. one way traiL can be
. taken half way to the 1377 post and
turn back for a lighter ride.
For more intermediate and expert
riders, Manashtashs' "Playground." is
the place for jumping and stunt riding.
To get up there. take a right on
Manashtash and then a left on
Strande. Frum there its a 45 minute
hike to the Playground. The total ride

Literally hundreds of
mountain bike trails run
throughout this area. If
you're interested in riding
them contact the
mountain bike club or
venture west on 1-90 to
exit 93. Then head south
west until the Taneum
ranger station. Amore
detailed map and answers
to your questions may be
found there.

...

~
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Illustration by Michelle Gehlman
from town is about 25 miles long.

For those of you looking for a
travel adventure, Swanson can tell you
more about the club's spring break trip
to Utah and Arizona and upcoming
events. A race with local sponsors is
currently being organized. along with
trail maintenance groups.
Once the paths dry out. further information will he announced. Club
times arc not yet scheduled. but fliers
should be posted soon.

If you're interested in mountain
biking this spring, hut don't think that
you have the right essentials, a quick
visit to Ellensburgs' Re-Cycle Shop
should do the trick. Their experienced
bikers can assist with equipment. tips
and suggestions for more places to
ride. Their suggestions for proper
preparation could be of great benefit
when faced with adverse weather conditions.
"Make sure you bring plenty of

water so you don ' t become dehydrated." said Landon Ericson of the
Re-Cycle Shop. "Also, if you're going for a ride in the late afternoon,
bring warmer clothes for when the
temperature starts to drop."
Most importantly, wear your helmet. If you're planning to jump, be
prepared to wreck; it's all a part of
becoming an experienced mountain
biker.
Ultimately, what you gain from

this sport is why people like to ride.
"Its like going into any race,"
Swanson said. "Doing your best.
wanting to puke, and while this is taking place you're questioning, 'why am
I doing this?' Its the rush and gratification at the finish that draws you back
again and again."
Spring has sprung, so jump on your
Cannnondale, Schwinn, or Specialized, get off campus, and head out for
a wild ride.
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-Contagious hacking epidemic breaks out on CWU campus
merizing. There is virtually an infinite having problems, try to make two or
number of moves. If you can visual- three solid hits, then make a good pass
ize it in your mind, you can do it.
to someone else. Eventually you'll be
On the East Coast it's called a
Some examples of moves are: making eight or nine hits, with a few
footbag. On the West Coast it's called ankle stalling, back of the knee stall- stalls thrown in, and then passing it
a hacky sack. But no matter what it's ing, around the world stalling, or a off.
~ caned, this game is definitely addicrainbow if you want to get funky.
Passing is part of hack etiquette.
tive.
Most good hackers can pull those So don't be a "hacky hog," which is
If you don't know by now, Central moves out of their sleeves at the drop· someone who seems to be in their own
has many hacky junkies. They can be of a hat. Still, even the good hackers little hacky world. They act as if they
seen outside spending their afternoons are never satisfied. They constantly are on center stage. The coolest hack
hacking in the sun after classes are strive to iearn new moves. It's almost sessions happen when you' re passing
done. Many wonder: "What draws . impossible to become a Jedi master all the time. Serving is another area
them to the game?"
with a hacky sack, because their are no where you may ruri into bad etiquette.
The physical benefit, for one. limits to what you can do.
Try to avoid serving to yourself, unHacking gives people greater flexibilA hacky sack can make a person do less you have a foolproof method. ·
ity, balance, better timing, and eye- some silly things with their body parts. Think about it this way: If you were
foot coordination. All of which are Some people seem to go into convul- sitting at the dinner table and someone
essential for most athletic activities. sions when a hacky sack passes before asked you to pass the potatoes, would
Hacky is also a great way to get their eyes. It can be awkward trying you first load your own plate before
warmed up before playing any sport; to hit an object about the size of a golf p~ssi·ng them? ,I think not.
you get s'rretched out while you hack. ball with your knees and feet. First
If you want to try. something new,
The mental aspects of the game are time hackers shouldn't get discour- hacky sacks can be purchased for
just as advantageous as the physical. aged though. A hacker's skill level about $6 at shops like Seventh Heaven
"After you have a good session, - seems to skyrocket with each newses- · or Four Winds Bookstore. Friends
you feel really good," sophomre Tim sion.
will marvel at your new-found talent.
O'Donnellsaid. "You feel in tune with
The key to becoming better is You will experience the mental and
yourself. It's not just physical bal- learning how to make accurate passes. physical benefits of the game, and
ance, it's mental."
Passing is a basic fundamental of you'll have a good time picking up
Hacky has a real aesthetic quality hacky, as with most sports. If you're moves.
to it. It truly ·is an art form.
"It's an expression of creativity,"
, junior Eric Keyser zsaid. "But you can
hack better when you're in a zone."
ALL
Many experienced hackers play on
a subconscious level. They get into a
PATI'ERNS
rhythm without even realizing it~ and
Every Wednesday!
the hack just seems to flow. Spontaneity spawns creativity, which can create new moves to add to your reper-·
to ire.
4-10 N. Pearl
g2s-sg-t-2
The freedom of hacky sack is mes-

by josh Cooley
Staff reporter

.J

Tim O'Donnell catches a hacky sack on the edge of his foot while hangmg
a few feet above the ground.
Josh Cooley/Observer
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Bernino Sewing Center
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American Red Cross
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This coupon
is
I•

redeemable

I

for 85°~ ·a;aff .
of the regular p'rice.91:

W

e carry:a ll styles of music froln ,
around the worl~, from
.
Gregorian Chant of the IWiddle Ages to
the New Releases of 1996 on Compact
Discs, Records an~ Tapes.

BASEBALL CARDS,
BOOKS, COMICS,
NEW OR USED RECORDS,
USED TAPES
or US-ED CD's.
Limit one coupon
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p~n,

expires

925-6895. • 31 3 N. Pearl
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Beasties at their instrumental best

Up and Coming
~Ott ~. ~--~ o-E Apt1\ l l - Apt1\ l 'l
~-~Apt•\
8 a.m.- noon, Michaelsen Hall, Rm.
106; Red Cross First Aid Training
1 - 5 p.m., Michaelsen Hall, Rm. 106;
Red Cross CPR Training
Sponsored by: Environmental Health
and Safety Office
-

..
..

-

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group
2:30-4 p.m., Counseling Center
Eating Disorder Support Group
Group Facilitator: Judie Boman
5 p.m., SUB 204

Women's Student Organization
New members welcome

..

lC

4 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
KCAT Meeting
7:30 p.m., SUB Yakama Rm.
Rejoice in Jesus Campus Fellowship

10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Info Table in the SUB
United State Marine Corps
Interviews

..
..

1-2 p.m., Sam's Place (SUB)
Spanish Conversation Group
5:30 p.m., Counseling Center
STEPS Meeting
6 p.m., SUB 204
PRSSA
All students welcome!

f_..,ay.. Apt•\ l '

..

2:30-5:30 p.m., Library
Library Open House

6 p.m., SUB 209
GALA Meeting .

6:30 p.m., Sue Lombard Dining Hall
National Library Week Banquet &
Dance
Speaker: Dr. John Terry
512.50 per person

..

8 p.m. Murder Mystery, Club Central
Wedding setting, with refreshments
SS at the door

..

9 p.m., Thunderbird Motel
"Reckless" Live Band
no cover
9:30 p.m.-1 :30 a.m., The Buckboard
"Tumbleweed Junction" live band
No cover

..

Starting at Grand Central Theatre
Girl6 "R"
Mr. Holland's Opus "PG 13"
Birdcag~ "R"
All Dogs Go to Heaven, Pt. 2 "G"

..

..

~i\

l!

11 a.m., 3 p.m., Clark County
Fairgrounds, Moses Lake
Civil War Battle Reenactments
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Encampment open
Battle Reenactmant & Living History
Weekend
Presented by: The Washington Civil
War Association
~

noon
Women's JV Softball
v. Pacific Lutheran University

..

1 p.m.
Women's Softball
@ Saint Martin's College

..

Men's and Women's Track & Field
Spike Arlt Quad
9 p.m., Th underbird

..

"Reckless" live band
No cowr

9:.'0 p. m.-1 :30 a.m., The Buckboard
"'Tumbleweed Junction" Live Band
no cover

y..

·~·.

·t&.t
. ....

11a.m .. 3 1?.m .• Clark County
Fairgrounds, !\1oses Lake
Civil War Battle Reenactments
9 a.m. to 3'o p.m.,
Encampment open
Hattie Ret> nactmant & Living History '
\\ l:'ekerid
Prewnted by : The Washington Civil
War .\ ssociation
1 p.m .

'\ten·,

B 1seha!I

@ l: ni vL r~i t)

1 p.m.

-

of Puget Sound

\\omen .JV Softba ll
'·Walla Walla College

The Beastie Boys are back! Well,
sort of anyway. "The In Sound From
Way Out!" from the Brooklyn Boys
was released on April 2. After listening for a while, you might notice
something missing. Don ' t expect to
hear the voices of Mike D., M.C.A. or
AD Rock because this LP is entirely
instrumental.
If you're a B-Boys fan then you've
more than likely heard some of their
strictly instrumental music on "Check
Your Head" and "Ill Communication."
This LP is more or less compiled of
these instrumental cuts. The album
contains renditions of "Lighten Up,"
"Pow." "Namaste," and "Groove
Holmes," to name just a few. Tracks
from ··111 Communication" include

"Eugene's Lament."
The Beastie Boys continue to
search for more means of expressing
themselves musically and the appearance of instruments such as these is a
excellent indicator of this.
"Shambala" is another innovative
track that incorporates the voices of
chanting monks, mixed with the percussion of Eric Bobo, the guitar playing of Adam Horovitz (a.ka. AD
Rock), and Adam "M.C.A." Yauch on
bass. If you already own "Check
Your Head" or "Ill Communication"
you may want to save your money.
The only advantage that this LP features is that all of these instrumental
tracks appear in succession on this album. The LP is very fluid and funky
and there' s no doubt that you'll bob
your head and shake your rump when
you hear it.

KCAT's In Da House Top I 0 Artists

7:00 p.m., Shaw-Smyser 210
Zoot Suit (U.S., 1981)
Cine en espaiiol
(with English subtitles)

I. Fugees
2. 2 Pac
3. Broadway
4. Conscious Daughters
5. jay Z

..

WJ~a-~

Apt•\ l?

All Day, Hertz Recital Hall
Invitational High School Choral
Festival
Coordinated by: Dr. Geoffrey Boers

..

..

1 p.m.
Men's Baseball
v. Lewis-Clark State College

..
..
..
..

2p.m.
Women's JV Softball
@Walla Walla Community College

6. Goodie Mob
7. Mariah Carey
8. Kriss Kross
9. Redman
I0. Mic Geronimo

5 p.m., Bouillon Rm 101
National Broadcasting Society
6 p.m., Studio East Dining Hall
Residence Hall Council Meeting
8:30 p.m.-12:~0 a.m., The Buckboard
"Entertainment Plus" DJ Service
No cover

T\.\w.aay.. ~'' l 'l
All Day, Hertz Recital Hall
Invitational High School Choral
Festival
Coordinated by: Dr. Geoffrey Boers

COME

PLAY
WITH
US!!

..

8 a.m.- noon, Michaelsen Hall, Rm.
106; Red Cross First Aid Training
1 - 5 p.m., Michaelsen Hall, Rm. 106;
Red Cross CPR Training
Sponsored by: Environmental Health
and Safety Office
I p.m.

45~ ' -~.,

"Sabrosa," "Shambala," and "Ricky's
Theme." Two new songs appear in the
form of "Son of Neckbone" and
"Drinkin Wine."
Although this album is comprised
predominately of tracks from previous
releases. the Beastie Boys' sound is
nicely represented. Since their landmark release of "Liscense to Ill", they
have continued to mature musically,
and this album_is a good indicator of
that.
The Beastie Boys~ tendency to incorporate funky guitar riffs with driving bass is displayed on virtually every track. The organ, with its melancholy sound. is also present in the
majority of these tracks, which is
something you don't often hear in rock
anymore. Another rare instrument
utilized by the Beastie Boys is the vio1in played by Eugene Gore in

7 p.m., Barto Lounge
"Dreamworlds" a movie depicting
MTV gender roles
Free popcorn!

~

1 p.m.
Men's Baseball
v. lnive rsity of Puget Sound

by Mark Weller
Staff reporter

7 p.m., Mary Grupe Center
Chi Alpha Meeting

noon, SUB Pit
CatTalks "Power Pole Talks"

S.Tvttaay..

Observer

..
-..
..
..

Women's Softball
v. Western
Washington
University
t
,
•
1-2 p.rh.,
Sam's Plate (SUB)
.
Spanish Conversation Group

5 p.m., SUB 204
Women's Student Organization
7 p.m., SUB 204
Young Republican's Club

7:30 p.m., Club Central
Speaker: Katie Koestner
Subject: Campus sexual assault
No Charge
Sponsored by S.T.E.P.S. 7 p.m., Thunderbird
" Romantics"
SIS.00

,....
0

THE
GRAND
OPENING

of the
Northwest's premier
- gaming venue.
Come help
celebrate the
. opening
weekend on
April 13-14th,

. OFFICIAL at the
TOURNAMENT
CENTER located in
Renton, Washington.
Registration is from 9:00 A.M. to
10:00 A.M. on the day of the event.

April 13th:
Magic Professional
Tournament Qualifier
$1,500 in cash prizes.

April 14th:
Japanese Magic -SealedDeck Tournament.
$5 00 in cash prizes.

April 14th:
Magic Type I Sanctioned

Tournament

$5 00 in .cash prizes.

Plus, the latest arcade and video
games, darts, drawings, concessions,
and gaming celebrities.

Call the tournament hotline at

206.:.204-5899
. Anyone inte rested in getting information in the calen~ar needs to submit it to
Bouillon Hall. Rm. 222 b1 ~4 p.m. on Friday the week·~efore publication.
P.roduced by: Laura Lucchesi

for more information and to pre register.

WJ/f>J;J'r><lr Hf CoN1r .1nd Magic: The Ga the ring .ire 1 r~J"ilJfl"t lt 1" 1 !..m.1h uf Wiz.ink tif th('Co.nt,h:. CH'J')ft Wiz..trd~ of tfl(• Co.i~I, he. AlriJ11t~ n•'if'fV('<I.

cwu
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music 1n the air rtwor <S an veg1-

by Sarah Petty
Staff Reporter
Central's music department is going full steam ahead into Spring with
performances pieces by some wellknown composers as well as some
who are lesser known .
Kicking off the festivities is the
"Best of Music" concert tonight at 8
p.m. Held at Hertz music hall. it is
sponsored by the Music Educators
National Conference.
"Best of Music" has been perfarmed at Central before but has not
been done for several years. It has
been revived by some very talented,
enthusiastic Central students.
Tonight's concert will consist of
a variety of music, from Bluegrass to
Renaissance to Classical. It will feature ensembles and solo performances, including a trombone solo
and a flute duet. There is a $3 charge
at the door.
Other events to watch for this
Spring include:
The Chamber Orchestra concert, April 23 at 8 p.m.
• Jazz Nite, May 14 at 8 p.m.
Trumpet Choir concert. May
18 at 8 p.m.
• Symphonic Band concert, May
19 at 3 p.m.
• Percussion Ensemble concert,
May 22 at 8 p.m.
• Wind Ensemble concert, May
23 at 8 p.m.
IAJE Nite, May 24 at 8 p.m.
Brass Choir concert, May 30
at 8 p.m.
• Choir/Orchestra Performance,

by Shawn Harris

June 1 at 8 p.m.
• Choir/Orchestra Performance,
June 2 at 3 p.m.
• Prep Program Orchestra concert, June 4 at 7:30 p.m.
These performances will be held
at Hertz music hall and admission
will vary at each event.
There are definitely many more
events to look out for this quarter including a variety of sophomore, junior, senior, graduate, and faculty recitals.
For more information regarding
these performances, you can pick up
a calendar of events in the music office located in Hertz music hall. Everyone is welcome to experience this
exciting and busy Spring quarter!

Staff reporter
Billy Mac's gallery recently
opened its doors in downtown
Ellensburg. The business is owned
and operated by former art student
BillMaquire.
"I was an art student at Central
several years ago and it's been my
desire to open up my own gallery for
quite some time," Maquire said.
He has uniquely styled wire sculptures and mixed-media paintings
around his shop to create a lively atmosphere.
,. His artwork isn't the only thing
causing a stir at Billy Mac's, however.
Maquire's wife Denise also operates
a juice bar in the shop with a wide va-

r------------------,

I

LEATON'S

Your Second Meal

:~

I
I
I
I
\

Perfonna· 6214

8/r/BIIGB, CD, IS' monitor
Its multimedia capabilities will
show }'OU why the Mac" is one of
the most advanced computers. Am
with built-in CD-ROM drive, keyboard, mouse and all the software
you'll need, it makes it easier
to bring your work to life.

2202 Canyon Road•

Ellcn~burg.

With the purchase
of the first meal of
equal or greater value

WA

Not valid with other coupons • Please present coupon before ordering
Offer expires April 30, 1996

I
I
I
I

J

'-'-------------------""'
Remember National
Secretaries Week
April 22-26

The Flower Basket

Power Mac· 7500/tOO
J6MB/JGB, CD, 15" monitor
.r, With its amazing multimedia

·* capabilities you can easily bring
your work ID life. With built-in
stereo sound, video graphics and
animation -its why your work
will never look or sound the

Lae•rWrite,. 4/600 PS
$7SO IWith
its RISC processo~ you can easily
<J"'~-""~;.""''"''•'+,print~b~:. ~;~;:its
··. .

amazing graphic
capabilities, it
allows you and
your work to make a
better impression.

Wheal grass contains vitamins A,
B complex, C, a full spectrum of trace
elements and special enzymes and is
primarily made of chlorophyll. A
cancer-reducing agent is said lo be
produced from the consumption of
chlorophyll.
The Maguire's are huge believers
in the properties of wheat grass and its
many uses.
''I like to drink a shot or two in the
morning," Maquire said, "because
drinking it on an empty stomach gives
you the best results."
So, if you're downtown and looking for something new and exciting to
do, Billy Mac's is located between the
Frontier Tavern and The Tav on 4th
Street in downtown Ellensburg and is
open from 8:30 to 4:30, Mon-Fri.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS WEEK

I

FREE:

~
Restaurant & Deli

riety of healthy fruit and vegetable
drinks. You can try a carrot-beet-apple
combo, enjoy a high protein mungwheat grass-celery-cucumber-beet
•green' or create your own combination from the many choices available.
One of the wonderful beverages
offered is made from wheat grass,
which is known around the world for
its healing properties.
Wheat grass is a seven-inch tall
grass grown from wheat berries, reputed ·to have anti-aging properties.
It is also said to give its users more
energy, reduce the need for sleep and
boost the immune system. ·
It also helps combat hair loss, impotence, acne, heart disease and is
widely known as an excellent hang·
over relief drink.

own town

April 15 - -19; 1996
Monday, April 15th: Visit our table in the SUB and
pick up your purple ribbon in support of victims
rights in the healing of sexual assault and domestic
violence.
Tuesday, April 16th: Movie Night in Barto Lounge
from 7-9. Featuring Dream Worlds, about how MTV
portrays gender roles. FREE Popcorn!
Wednesday, April 17th: Ribbons still available in the
SUB--be sure to stop by and pick one up.
Thursday, April 18th: Katie Koestner, internationally
known speaker and writer on sexual assault, will
speak at Club Central at 7:30pm.
Friday April 19th: S.T.E.P.S. will sponsor a dance
from 9-12 in Club Central. Proceeds benefit Ellensburg Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Shelter.

I know what you're
thinking. What does a fish know,
right? Well, I may not know much, but I do keep
my ears open. Like just the other day. I overheard a
couple of students talking. Found out that Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh· computers. Found
09t1 t~r' a ~~c: i,, ',a;rpaVv eqsJ 'way to get \IA and. 1:unnlnt on
the Internet. I even found out that more stbdents 1are' -•. •
using_ ~ .Ma? tu)J~111e ;4~a~ on the Internet than'anJ , - • ·
other computer. Boy, what I would give to get
out of this stupid castle and
start surfing the Net.

~

For more information visit us 011 lhe Internet al hltp:!!bedinfo.apple.roml •

Buy a MacN before you pack.

For more information contact
Blaine Wilson at the University Store

963-1335
Offers shou11 abotoe expire May 15, 1996. See your campus store for details about lbe Apple Computer lllan. © 1996 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights resen:ed. Apple, lbe Apple logo. laserWriler. Macinlosb. Perjorma. Pou·erBoolt and Sl_11eWriler are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Mac and
Poll'er Mac are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PouoerPC is a trademark of Jnternalional Business Machines Corporation, used under l = therefrom. All Madnlosh computers are designed to be accessible lo mdil'lduals u1lh disability. To team more (US on(J'). c,a// X00 -600-7808 or m· 800755-0601.
.
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Softball team still In
by Kristy Yingling
Staff reporter
As the sun starts to shine so do the
Wildcats!
Central divided a double header
with University of Puget Sound Loggers last Thursday, April 4. The Wildcats won the second game 2-1 after
losing the opener 8-1.
In the first game, UPS allowed the
Wildcats just two hits. Central' s hits

were a two-out single by senior outfielder Julie Harbison in the first inning, and a triple by senior second
baseman Holly Fulton in the fifth .
Fulton scored Central's only run on an
error by the Loggers.
"I think that this is really the turning point. I'm really excited for the
team and we have bee11 struggling,"
senior first basemen Tessa Timmons
said.
Junior shortstop Brenda Compton

I
I

i

!

I Dawn Bennett and her team split a doubleheader last Thursday.

l

Michelle Gehlman/Observer

doubled to drive in sophomore pinchrunner Diana Phillips with the winning
run in the second game.
Compton's double gave freshmen
pitcher Darby Kanis the win. She allowed just four hits, no walks, and
struck out six.
"We needed this win to get our
confidence up and it has been frustrating, hopefully this is the turning point
that we needed," Timmons said.
Timmons had two doubles in the
second game. In the sixth inning
freshmen pinch-hitter Viki Wentzel
ripped a double that set-up Compton's
game-winning hit.
"We have a lot of talent. we just
have to pull together. Just like we did
today." Kanis said about the second
game.
Even though the Wildcats are currently last in the Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference with a 2-4 record,
they are just one game behind St.
Martin's, Puget Sound, and Western
Washington University; all are tied
for second place in the close conference race.
Kanis is leading the team with a 43 record and a 3.34 earned run average. She also leads the team with 26
strikeouts.
In batting sophomore catcher Tera
Budsberg continues to lead the team in
batting with a .364 average. Timmons
(.314) and Harbison (.313) are the only
other batters above .300. The Wildcats are confident that these numbers
will improve.
Timmons set a school single-game
record with 16 putouts in the first
game Thursday against Puget Sound.

Karissa Sandstrom puts all of her effort into every pitch.

Timmons' two doubles also equaled a
school record in the second game
against Puget Sound.
Senior third basemen Brenda
Swanberg needs just one more assist
to equal her own single-season school
record. The set the record last year
with 54 assists.
The team will travel to St. Martin's

Michelle Gehlman/Observer i
College Sunday, April 14, for a
doubleheader.
The Wildcats visited Eastern Oregon Stat'e College on Tuesday, April
9, for a non-league game.
The next home doubleheader for
the Wildcats is Thursday April 18
against Western Washington University at l p.m.

Central 's track team races to victory
hurdles in 56.71. Senior B. J. Wilson
jumped his way to victory with a leap
or 42-1 () 3/4 feet in the triple jump.
Staff reporter
In women's track and field action,
The Central men's track and field
Central placed fourth along with
team placed first last Saturday at the
Lewis and Clark, each scoring 87
Lewis and Clark Invirational.
points.
The Central men's team scored 180
Senior Rebecca Hill earned the sole
points. flying by the competition. The
victory for the women, running a reUn_iversity of Puget Sound, who
gional-qualifying time of 2: 19.61 in
placed second. tallied only 119 points.
the 800 meters.
Seniors Jay Spears and Eric
Other first-time regional qualifiers
Tollefson qualified to race at Nationare junior Kirk Palmberg in the men's
als in Atlanta, Georgia in May,
110 meter high hurdles and Tollefson
"We knew they could qualify,''
m.tne stFeplechas~. .
.
'a1Li assistant coach Charlie Smi.th: · · Both-Hie 4x·1oo ·ahd the 4x400 re··it's not even Eric's event. but when
lay teams ran 'swiftly to vr(.:tory,:,·_
he sets out to do it, he can qualify.''
• Courtney :w·ilson, Spears, and
Spears won the 400 meter race with
sophomore Loren Myers make up the
a time ur .n.86, a national qualifying
4x100 team.
mark, The lime is the fourth fastesr inThe 4x400 team consists of freshthe history or Central, and bear his
man Scott Gudmundson. senior Rob
former hcsl or 47,9 set in 1994.
Rising, Myers, and Spears. Rising
The other national 4ualifying mark
competed despite a hamstring injury.
\.\as made in the steeplechase by
The Wildcats achieved many seaTollerson with a time or 9: 12,22. the
son-best marks at the Lewis and Clark
third fastest time in school history,
Invitat1onal ,
Lou Boudreaux holds the schooi
Junior Donovan Russell estabrecord of 8:55.91, set in l 977.
lished a season hest in the 1500
Spears chalked up another win for
meters. Sophomore Tony Hoiby (shot
the Wildcats in the 200 meters. He ran
put; discus), Neil (400 hurdles), and
the t.fotance in 21.93 . Other first-place
Wilson (high hurdles; triple jump) also
!'ini~hcr'I were freshman Chris
chalked up marks that were the best so
Cuurtncy. who ran in the 100 meters
faL
\\ ith a time of 11.00. and sophomore
For the women, junior Jill Willis
Ji1mcs Neil. who ran the 400 meter ( 100 meters) , sophomore Heather

by Paula Sartain

The many hours of practice paid off for the track team when they placed first in the tournament over the
weekend.
Shantal Chase/Observer
MacPhee (3000 meters), junior
Amanda Johnson (shot put), and
sophomore Jennifer Mercy (discus) all
established season-best marks.
Season-best marks were established by three of the four relay teams.
They were the men's 4x 100 and the
women's 4xl00 and 4x400.

The Wildcats will be hosting the
only home meet this season. The
fourth annual Spike Arlt Triangular
will be held this Saturday.
"The men we expect to win," said
Smith. As for the women's team,
Smith said, "We'll see how we match
up. They have more depth, but we

have good athletes and compete well."
The men will be defending their
title; the women's divi~ion title is up
for grabs, since the defending University of Puget Sound women will not be
back this year.
The meet will start with field
events at 11 a. m. and running events
begin with the steeplechase at noon.
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Wildcat baseball team
swept over the weekend
by Albertson College
by Mike Parker
Staff reporter
The Wildcats suffered over the
weekend after they were swept by
Albertson College of Idaho in a fourgame series.
The 'Cats were beaten by Coyote
pitching and hitting in the series, the
team is hoping to turn things back
around this week.
Last Thursday in the first game of the
rough series, the Wildcats managed only
four hits against twelve for the Coyotes.
Two of the four hits came from Dave
Blockinger who is batting .344 for the
team this year.
The opener was rough on Wildcat
pitching as head coach Desi Storey used
five pitchers in the seven-inning, 13-0
loss.
The second game of the series was
even more distressing for the Wildcats.
They fell by a score of 12-1, scoring only
one run, on two hits, and committing five
errors.
The Wildcats only run came in the
fourth inning, when Jim Boora, after
hitting a double, was driven in by a Jeremy Denny single.
Three pitchers threw in this game,
and the loss went to Corey Cannack who
went to 1-4 on the year. The Wildcats
gave up 14 hits in the game and surrendered four of the Coyotes 12 runs on
errors.
Friday was another long day for Central. In the third game of the series, the
team held off they Coyotes for two innings but was eventually pummled by
their powerful hitting.
The Wildcats and Coyotes each man-

aged seven hits, however while every
Coyote hit accounted for a run, the Wildcats only managed to score once. The
single Wildcat run came in the fourth
inning when Joe Jackson smashed his
first home run or the season.
The pitching loss for the game went
to Tony Lael whose record stands at 11.
The final game of the series was
Central's best offensive effort over the
two days. The Wildcats scored six runs
on nine hits in the 15-6 loss.
Senior Dana Beckley led the team
with three hits, including two doubles
and two RBI. Junior Andy Purvis also
had an excellent game hitting a double
and a triple.
The pitching loss for the Wildcats
went to Ryan Krueger, whose record for
the season drops to 1-2.
Following the sweep the Wildcat's
record fell to 10-16 while the Coyotes
advanced to 27-9.
Central's next game will be this
weekend when it plays a four-game series with Puget Sound College. Two of
the four games will be at home, beginning at 1 p.m. at Tomlinson Field on
Saturday.

Open to all students, staff,
faculty & community members

For more information stop
by the D.A.P.P.E.R. office,
SUB 106, or call 963-3213

Temple A. Stark/Observer

The

Flia,ht Shop
Come Check Out Our:
·STUNT KITES

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meetings held every
Wednesday:
Noon, SUB 105
Monday & Friday:
Noon, SUB 107

Batters Chris Peck and Mike Reese stand on deck waiting for their chance to hit.

With Purchase of·

·BooMERANGS

ANY

• FRISBEES
·AEROBIES

Tennis

·WINDSOCKS
·PARAGLIDING LESSONS

and much, much morel

925-5565

111 East 4th

925-4224
700 5. Main

PEACE CORPS WILL BEAT CWU SOON!
· Visit our tabl~ at Career·Quest '96 . ·.: .. _· .· , , .

. ·.

WedneSdaJ;APrii.foth · · ·· ··· · ··

Student Union 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Presentation of Peace Corps Video "Completely Alive"
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm - SUB #107

For more information, call the
Seattle Regional Office
1-800/424-8580
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Smiley leads wrestlers to a tenth place: finish at nationals
Junior Brent Rotondo placed fourth
in the 142 pound division, as well as
senior.Andy Boe in the .] 90 pound di On March 8 and 9 Central sent it's vision. Rotondo ended the season
wrestlers to Jamestown, N.D. for the
with a mark of 27-19.
national championships, where they
Central sent five other wrestlers to
placed 10th out of 22 competing nationals including senior Chad
schools.
Requa, senior Chad Hendricks, sophoLeading the way for the Wildcats more Jeremy Brummett. sophomore
was sophomore Leighton Smiley who Steve Gusse and freshman Tony
won four matches on the final day of Hoiby. Requa and Hendricks also
the tournament to earn a third-place won two matches at nationals.
finish in the 126 pound division.
Last week Gusse was named to the
Smiley. who finished the season NAIA Academic All-America Team.
with a 3 I -13 record. was one of four Gusse's record this season was 28-23
Wildcat wrestlers to place at nationals including 11-4 in dual meets. He has
while at Jamestown College.
a 3.56 grade point average, and despite
Senior Chris Dockter placed fourth his sophomore status he was allowed
in the 134 pound division, and was to win the award because he is a junthree seconds away from qualifying ior academically.
for the championship match when he
The Wildcats fi nished the regular
was penalized for stalling. The pen- season with an 8-7 record in dual
alty sent the match into overtime meets, and a fourth place finish in the
where Dockter lost 5-3. He finished regional meet.
the season with a record of 34-14.

by Curtis j. Nelson
Sports Editor

I

I.

I
,I.

1

Sophomore Steve Gusse was named into the NAIA Academic All-America team last week.

Brad Brockman/Observer

J

Intramural season in ·full swing
by Tresie Eagle
Staff reporter
After winning the pre-season intramural co-ed softball tournament, the
Gobblers have high hopes that their
team will become softballs co-ed
champions, according to the Gobblers.
According to Amy Abbott, the best
part about playing on a team is "havlntramurals opened this week and we caught Lara Gerzsenye sprinting toward ing a good time and maybe winning a
first late unfonunetl so did Jen Wilcox. Sor Lara. Temple A. Stark/Observer ~ f~w ga!11es along the way. It's great to

I

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

SK

DR•.MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER

Tandem Jump~s
Available

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Lo_c ated close to campus
-

win, but just being out there and enjoying the game is what's important."
Abbot prefers playing on a co-ed
team because it is more balanced.
Other competitors from various
softball teams admit they like winning,
but play mostly for fun.
"We're out to have a good time and
being out here is a good way to meet
new people." Kamikazies Senior
Mandi Knisley said.
Kni~Jey's team-mate, Dpn Bartel

-

Owner/Operator

Leonard Kunz
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!Men's Bracket:

ALL LEATHER
BIRKENSTOCKS
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ne Too Many d. Idda Bitta Pie
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ric Bergan d. High Life

BIRKENSTOCKS
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The original comfort shoe.™

962-6200
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Callfor our NEW Aerobics schedule!
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has played on the co-ed team for three
years and says it's always a lot of fun
to come out and play.
As for men' s softball, contention
for a championship title may have
more importance.
"Men's softball gets more competitive whereas co-ed is more for fun,"
Idda Bitta Pies Kevin Alfano said.
This is Alfano' s second softball
season for the intramural program and
he thinks his team has a good chance
at winning.
Alfano prefers the seriousness of
men's softball, but mostly enjoys just
being outside and meeting new people.
Alfano's team-mate ~enior Cory
Peloli plays both co-ed and men's softball. Peloli agrees that mens softball is
more competitive but enjoys playing
both because of their differences.
"I still think everyone would like a
championship, yet if it doesn't happen,
its not that big of a deal," Peloli said.
For Josh Polacek of We Win,You
Lose! playing men' s softball is really
about "getting outside, playing ball,
and re-living your high school memories" he said.
Itramural softball is a great match
for fun, new friendships, and competition. This league welcomes new
players as well as regular competitors
who are returning for this years spring
season.
"Even if you have never played
softball before you should join a
team," Polacek said.
.."

Mundy's Family Shoes
M?n-Thur 8:15am-6pm
Fnday 8:15 - 8 pm
Saturday 8: 15 am - 5:30 pm

925-9725

4th and Pearl

umpin' Ugly's d. Ding Dongs
obblers d. Jaimie Grigsby
hampionship Game

's
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Ruggers look forward to possible match with UW
by Lisa Allen
Staff reporter
The Central Washington men's
rugby team will pack up and head east
this weekend for the Spokane Fool's
Fest Tournament.
The first game comes this Saturday
at I0 a.m. The teams that enter will
be divided up and randomly placed in
players brackets.
"We just get there and have to be
ready to play," Junior team member
Rob Zemke said.
The team failed to make the Pacific
Coast championships by finishing
third in league standings behind the

University of Washington, who defeated Central 8-7 earlier this season
and Oregon State University, who beat
the Wildcats as well, 24-15.
With the U.W. and Oregon State
representing the Pacific Northwest
Rugby Football Union (PRNFU) at the
championships, Central will be playing in this weekends tournament as
well as a home match against the Valley Rugby Club, April 20.
The men's team has a tentatively
scheduled match against the U.W. in
the nexffew weeks.
"We hope to get a match in against
the U.W. They're always a competitive game where everyone wants to
play hard and win it," player and coach

''

points for losses.
"The point system will allow for
teams like ourselves who make a
comeback in the season to have a fair
chance for the championship," vicepresident Jim Schmutzler said.
With the men's regular season
over, they still face an alumni tournament in May as well as the Maggot
Fest tournament, held annually in
Montana.
"Even though our regular season i~
over. we're always looking for new
players to come out and join the team,"
Zemke said.
For those interested in playing, you
can contact either Rob Zemke or Jim
Schmutzler.

Ryan Bishop said.
Next year the PRNFU will embrace
a few changes.
At the annual general manager's
meeting, where Central was represented by Zemke, it was decided that
the men's league will go to a home and
away schedule.
This requires each team to play an
opponent both at home and away, allowing every team to have equal opportunity at having home field advantage.
It was decided that there will be no
league playoffs. Instead the league
will resort to a point system that
awards one point for a'home victory,
four points for an away victory and no

The point system will
allow for teams like
ourselves who make
a comeback in the
season to have a fair
chance for the
championships.
Jim Schmutzler

Swim team awarded for difficult, rewarding season
by Curtis J. Nelson
Sports editor
Central's swim team voted senior
Lauri Franchini and junior Mike
Doughty in as their Most Valuable
Swimmers for the 1995-96 season.
Franchini was chosen as the
women's winner after winning five
All-American awards at the national
tournament in San Antonio, Texas,
earlier this month. Her top finishes
were a pair of seconds in the 500-yard
freestyle and 1650-yard freestyle.
Qualifying for nationals and her
3.52 grade point average also earned
Franchini an Academic All-America
award.
Franchini shared the team captain award withjuniorCarianne Davis.
Davis won the 200-yard freestyle and
took second in the 200-yard individual

medley. She won another four AllAmerican awards at nationals in relay
events.
The team selected sophomore
Kara Jacobson as the Most Inspirational Swimmer on the women's team.
Jacobson also won All-American
awards in four relay events, as well as
Placing third in the 200 and 500 free.
Doughty won the Most Valuable
Swimmer award for the men's team

''

after winning four All-American
awards at nationals, including a fourth
place finish in the 100-y"ard freestyle.
"I didn't swim as well as I
wanted to at nationals," Doughty said.
"I'm looking forward to doing better
next year."
The men's team captain award
went to seniors Jason Hart and Duke
Eide. Han also won the Most Inspirational Swimmerforthe men's team,

I'm looking fotWard
d• b
to omg etter next
year.
Mike Doughty

and placed ninth in the 1650 free at
nationals.
A total for 36 swimmers received letter awards including five
four time winners, they were seniors
Eide, Kris Klute, Jeff Ritchie, Ben
Olszewski and Franchini.
"It was an honor to be captain,"
Eide said. "It meant a lot to be chosen by the team to be a representative."

"SPRING" CLEARANCE SALE
CAR STEREO: @PIONEER®
*SANYO AM-FM IN-DASH CASSE1JE
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*PIONEER AM-FM IN-DASH SUPERTUNER CASSETTE
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$239.66
*PIONEER 6.5" DOOR SPEAKERS -80 WA1TS- ONLY $39.00 PR.
*PIONEER AM-FM IN-DASH SUPERTUNER C.D.

Other letter winners:

ONLY

HOME STEREO: @PIONEER®

Greg Martin, Chris Bolla,
Shane Volk, Cory Forencik, Jeff
Martin, Erik Hopkins, Justin
Berry, Jason Green, Aaron
Rysemus. Dan Martin. Paul
Masiello, Rich Stenberg, Tyler
Andrews. Leah Gilland, Jodie
Nelson, Julie Johnson, Marina
Cardenas, Trinity Reid, Elaine
Vestal, Anna Granberg, Ginny
Wandler, Heather Bickley, Tia
Sims, Katie Tiffany, Marisa
Tatum, Dani Eide, Sarkesian

* DELUXE 2-WAY

"BOOKSHELF"
HI-FI STEREO
SYSTEMS

FLOOR-STANDING
SPEAKER SYSTEM
(OAK FINISH)
1/2 PRICE!!
ONLY $95. oo PAIR

/Jean 5

SONY:

C.D.
6 DIFFERENT MODELS
STARTING@

417 N. PEARL ST.

"DOWNTOWN"

RADIO & TELEVISION INC.

925-1828.

1

.

$159.00

-

96,8-1026
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EARN CASH Stuffing envelopes at home. Send' SASE lo ~ :
P.O. Box 774, Olathe, KS, 66051
THE GATHERING · http://www.takeme.com scholarships,
academic and career .resources, internships, sports,
news, entertainmenitravel, music, debates and 1,000s
of links!
NO FUNDS, NO FUN ·Start affording more of what you
want. Great part-time crew and delivery driver positions .
available as GODFATHER'S PIZZA g~ts ready to open afull
service restaurant in Ellensburg in afew short weeks!
All positions &shifts available. Our delivery drivers must be
at least 18 yrs. of age, have access to an insured car, and
have agood driving record. Drivers receive abase pay &
mile reimbursement. Please apply in person at the
Ellensburg Employment Securify Department. at 607
Mountain View in Ellensburg. AGP/ representative will be
conducting scheduled interviews on Thursday, April 11th, so
be sure and schedule your appointment now!
(Job Order #0546008). We are looking for friendly, outgoing,
energetic &team oriented employees.
Previous food service not required. Come be part of an
exciting &growing national change. EOE.

--1. ;:...,, .... ~. - ~ ~ '"k. ' ' :t .~ . .
SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES S~n .up now~Confad ·""' ' ' tR~VE[ ABROAD AND WORK ·Make up to $25·45/hr
t3

$,,,

.t.,

>'

John Moser Jr. 925-1272
·
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK. tome have the best summer
of your life in Montana. St. Mary Lodge &Resort, Glacier
Park's finest, now hiring for the 1996 summer season. Call
1(800)368·3689 lor an.application. Don't pass up the
opportunity of aJifeQme.
RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTOR, Activities Coordinator, and
Resident Advisors needed for College Bound.Program,
Summer School for high school students,
6/12196-7/26196 at Big Bend Communify College, .
Moses Lake, WA. Room and Board provided. For
qualifications and appkation call Human Resources
Office: (509)762-6203. Closes 4pm 4/18/96.
EXTRA SPENDING MONEY! College Students: 12. 9cents
per minute flat rate Long Distance, day or night, anywhere in
the U.S. Great lnt'I Rates also. Earn residuai income from
otherpeople's long dist. usage. Excellent way to make
money for school! 'FREE··No signup fees!
'Excellent Commissions! 'No Selling involved!
1·800·732-2863 ext. 2000. ID# BO 8489078.
Call NOW! Ifs FREE!

~ ·".'
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Ov~r $6 Billion_ in publ~ and private
teaching basic i:onversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or
sector grants &scholarships 1s now available. All st~dents
S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents income.
. . S
required. For information call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60931.
Let us help. CaII Student Fmancm1 ervices: 1·800·2~:6495
EARN$$$ $1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars. For
xt F50933
e·
·
info (301) 306· 1207. .- .
.
YMCA
EMPLOYMENT
· YMCA of Tacoma-Pierce Cty.
F~N SUMMER JOBS -F~ym~- Horse~hoe gu~s~ ranch for
Summer Employment Opportunities1YMCA Seymour
children, near Cle .Elum, is timn_g boys and g1~ scounselors.
Resident Camp, June 15-August 17:.or YMCA Tacoma
E_n!oy horseba~k nd1ng, swimming (nee~ two l1fegards),
Day Camp, June 9-August 16. Please contact Dan
hiking, etc, while gaining val~able experience. Salary plus
Martin or Laura Higdon at (206) 564·9622 for application
room and board. Call Penny ·
_ information (Deadline April 19).
1·(509l674·2366 SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS AVAILABLE •
SEAFAIR INTERNSHIPS · Gain valuable prolessional
Skagit Youth Camp:
experience in producing special events by joining Puget
•Camp Counselors ($1300 for season)
Sound's oldest and largest civic event for an exciting summer
•Activity Counselors ($1300 for season)
internship. SEAFAIR has Special Events internships
•Program Leader ($2200 for season)
available now. Specialize inEvent Operations, Public
•Health Services Coordinator ($2600 for season)
Relations, Marketing, Promotions &Parades and Community
Seattle City Light's Skagit Youth Camp runs from
Affairs. All internships
June 14 to August 15. Call (206) 233·2531 lor application
are non-paid and lull-time. Please call Saundra Severtsonat
packet, or send cover letter and resume to: Mary D.
(206) 728·0123 ext. 100, for moreinformation. Application
McKinney, CCO,Seattle City Light, 700 Filth Avenue.
deadline: April 22, 1996.
Suite 3100, Seattle WA98104·5031.
.!..
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·FAST :MND°RAISE'lf ··'Raise $sOo in 5days--Greeks,
groups, dubs, motivated individuals. Fast. easy··no financial
obligation. (BOO) 862.19s2Ext. 33. T/S 1698 Meadowood
L R NV s9502
ane, eno,
.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-E
t $ OOO
.
. . am up 0 2· +per
mont~ working on Cruise Ships or Land·Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal &full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information, call
1-206·971·3550 ext. C60933
ENGLISH TEACHERS NEEDED. Teach conversational
English in Prague, Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European language required. Inexpensive room
&board +other benefits.For details:
(206) 971-3680 ext. K60931.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING. Entry-level &career
positions available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico.
Caribbean, etc.) Waitstaff, housekeepers. SCUBA dive
leaders, fitness counselors, and more. Call Resort
Employment SeMces 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60932
WORK IN THE OUTDOORS. National Parks, Forests,
Wildlife Preserves, and Concessionaires now hiring seasonal
workers. Excellent benefits+bonuses' Call 1(206)971 ·3620
ext. N60932
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At-MONTY HA~t
T UNSTALL DINING HALL

NEVERHAVETOMOWTHELAWN
ALL YOU CAN EAT DINING LOCATIONS

li ~ I. J~-~ ~ ~~~/
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FUL,>11ME.DIE1TC1A; ·
1

TAKE-OUT MEAL OPTIONS .. .. NUTRITION
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DON'T HAVE TO TAKE OUT THE TRASH
WIDE RANGE OF DINING HOURS TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE

As added incentive to live on campus, we announce CAMPAIGN '96 - a program designed for current
residents who plan to return to the residence halls next year. Residents renewing contracts during
CAMPAIGN '96 (April 16, 1996) will benefit from the following:
*

A $9.60 initial prepayment *
will renew your board
contract as compared to last
year's $200 prepayment.
On September 6, 1996,
$135.40 will be charged
to your account for a total
prepayment of $145.

*

Micro fridges will be offered
to returning residents at $96
per academic year instead of
the normal $120 rate.

Returning residents will
*
receive an additional $9 .60
on their Dining Services
prepaid fall-quarter debit
account for a total of $39.60.

Hours for contract renewal
on April 16, 1996, have been
extended and will be from
6:09 a.m. until 9:06 p.m.

Current Residents . .. ren-W .YQ.ur housing and dining contr.acts!
Tuesday, April 16, 1996 - Club-Central (SU~) 6:09 AM - 9:06 PM
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Additionally, during CAMPAIGN '96, the following assorted prizes will be given to selected
winners of those filing contracts: a nine-month contract for the price of a six-month contract, $96
off the last spring-quarter payment, free parking permits ($80 value), T-shirts for the first 96 people to file
their contracts, waiver of the spring quarter Augmented Services Program fee, and free computer cards.

e'

For more information on the 96 REASONS to choose campus living, call ~ Central Washingcon University Housing Services Office at (509) 963-1831.

